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Abstract
Autonomous vehicle technology has advanced significantly in recent years and these
vehicles are poised to make major strides into everyday use. Autonomous vehicles have
already entered military and commercial use, performing the dirty, dull, and dangerous
tasks that humans do not want to, or cannot perform. With any complex autonomy task
for a mobile robot, a method is required to map the environment and to localize within
that environment. In unknown environments when the mapping and localization stages
are performed simultaneously, this is known as Simultaneous Localization and Mapping
(SLAM).
One key technology used to solve the SLAM problem involves matching sensor data in
the form of point clouds. Scan registration attempts to find the transformation between two
point clouds, or scans, which results in the optimal overlap of the scan information. One
of the major drawbacks of existing approaches is the over-reliance on geometric features
and a well structured environment in order to perform the registration. When insufficient
geometric features are present to constrain the optimization, this is known as geometric
degeneracy, and can be a common problem in typically environments. The reliability of
these methods is of vital importance in order to improve the robustness of autonomous
vehicles operating in uncontrolled environments.
This thesis presents methods to improve upon existing scan registration methods by
incorporating secondary information into the registration process. In this work, three
methods are presented: Ground Segmented Iterative Closest Point (GSICP), Color Clus-
tered Normal Distribution Transform (CCNDT), and Multi Channel Generalized Iterative
Closest Point (MCGICP). Each method provides a unique addition to the scan registration
literature and has its own set of benefits, limitations, and uses.
GSICP segments the ground plane from a 3D scan then compresses the scan into a 2D
plane. The points are then classified as either ground-adjacent, or non-ground-adjacent.
Using this classification, a class constrained ICP registration is performed where only points
of the same class can be corresponded. This results in the method essentially creating
simulated edges for the registration to align. GSICP improves accuracy and robustness
in sparse unstructured environments such as forests or rolling hills. When compared to
existing methods on the Ford Vision and Lidar Dataset, GSICP shows a tighter variance
in error values as well as a significant improvement in overall error. This method is also
shown to be highly computationally efficient, running registrations on a low power system
twice as fast as GICP, the next most accurate method. However, it does require the input
scans to have specific characteristics such as a defined ground plane and spatially separated
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objects in the environment. This method is ideally suited for outdoor sparse environments
and was used with great success by the University of Waterloo’s entry in the NASA Sample
Return Robot Challenge.
CCNDT provides a more adaptable method that is widely applicable to many common
environments. CCNDT uses point cloud data which has been colorized either from an
RGBD camera or a joint LIDAR and camera system. The method begins by clustering the
points in the scan based on color and then uses the clusters to generate colored Gaussian
distributions. These distributions are then used to calculate a color weighted distribution
to distribution cost between all pairs of distributions. Exhaustively matching all pairs of
distributions creates a smooth, continuous cost function that can be optimized efficiently.
Experimental validation of the CCNDT method on the Ford and Freiburg datasets has
shown that the method can perform 3D scan registrations more efficiently, three times
faster on average then existing methods, and is capable of accurately registering any scans
which have sufficient color variation to enable color clustering.
MCGICP is a generalized approach that is capable of performing robustly in almost
any situation. MCGICP uses secondary point information, such as color, intensity, etc.,
to augment the GICP method. MCGICP calculates a spacial covariance at each point
such that the covariance normal to the local surface is set to a small value, indicating a
high confidence matching surfaces, and the covariance tangent to the surface is determined
based on the secondary information distribution. Having the covariance represented in
both the tangential and normal directions causes non-trivial cost terms to be present
in all directions. Additionally, the correspondence of points between scans is modified
to use a higher dimensional search space, which incorporates the secondary descriptor
channels as well as the covariance information at each point and allows for more robust
point correspondences to be determined. The registration process can therefore converge
more quickly due to the incorporation of additional information. The MCGICP method
is capable of performing highly accurate scan registrations in almost any environmental
situation. The method is validated using a diverse set of data including the Ford and
Freiburg datasets, as well as a challenging degenerate dataset. MCGICP is shown to
improve accuracy and reliability on all three datasets. MCGICP is robust to most common
degeneracies as it incorporates multiple channels of information in an integrated approach
that is reliable even in the most challenging cases.
The results presented in this work demonstrate clear improvements over the existing
scan registration methods. This work shows that by incorporating secondary information
into the scan registration problem, more robust and accurate solutions can be obtained.
Each method presented has its own unique benefits, which are valuable for a specific set
of applications and environments.
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Autonomous mobile robots are fast becoming a staple of everyday life. This technology can
make a major impact on the world today in a vast range of fields and industries. Mobile
robots are ideally suited for performing tasks which humans find dirty, dull or dangerous,
such as driving, repetitive industrial tasks, search and rescue tasks and operations in
hazardous environments. Today there already exist robots performing these tasks to some
degree, blazing the trail for autonomous robotics in to move into everyday life.
Driverless cars have been making great strides in recent years as they move towards
mass availability in the near future. Google has had their fleet of autonomous cars driving
smoothly throughout Californian streets along side urban traffic and are becoming more
robust by the day [24]. The VisLab deployed four vehicles to autonomously drive from
Parma, Italy to Shanghai, China, a route coving over 13,000 km where previous maps where
not available [8]. Most OEMs now have functional prototype autonomous vehicles, and
new features which extend self-driving capabilities reach the consumer market every year.
Many experts speculate that we will see the commercial availability of these autonomous
vehicles by 2020 and that their introduction could have significant benefits on the safety
and efficiently of our roads [73].
Another major area where autonomous robotics can have a great impact is in search and
rescue operations in hazardous environment. Currently, many search and rescue operations
put additional humans at risk in highly uncertain, dangerous environments in order to
perform rescue operations. By deploying autonomous robots, not only is the risk to human
life reduced significantly but these robots can perform these tasks more easily and effectively
than many of their human counterparts. An excellent example of robots working in an
environment hazardous to humans presented itself during the Fukushima nuclear reactor
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disaster. The radioactive disaster area was extremely hazardous, so robots were sent in
to survey, assess, and even begin decontaminating the disaster zone [46]. However, their
limited ability to map and navigate reliably meant that humans still had to go into the
contaminated reactors, and even had to rescue one of the robots. This is not the first time
robots have been used in disaster areas but it does demonstrate the new wave of disaster
response methods utilizing the assistance of robotic systems.
Industrial applications of autonomous systems are leading to what has been called the
automation revolution [57], where many menial industry jobs are being replaced with in-
telligent robotic systems. Robots have been taking over menial assembly line work for
the past several decades, however with recent developments these robots are no long con-
strained to be bolted to the floor and are free to move around facilities as needed. This new
freedom has allowed robots to take on an ever increasing range of tasks from automated
warehousing solutions [23], to janitorial duties [35]. Robots are no longer limited to just
the factory or the warehouse and have begun to see significant use in harsher environments
such as mines [43] where they survey and transport materials, or often the more chaotic
environment, the home, where personal robots can do anything from vacuum the floor to
clean the gutters [31].
It is clear that with advancements in autonomous technology we will continue to see
robots proliferate into all aspects of our everyday life, however there are still many chal-
lenges to be faced before this day can come. Any autonomous system is extremely complex
and needs to solve many difficult problems before it can operate effectively. A typical basic
autonomous system must include some form of task planning, object recognition, con-
trol computation, localization, and environmental mapping, while most require even more
specialized systems. All of these systems are very active fields of research, however, lo-
calization and mapping continues to be the focus of many robotics researchers, being a
cornerstone requirement for any autonomous system. Localization and mapping are highly
interconnected and dependent tasks, one trying to determine where the robot is relative to
a given environment and the other trying to map an environment given the robot’s current
location. This tightly coupled problem, when solved together, is known as simultaneous
localization and mapping (SLAM).
In order to perform high level mission autonomy tasks such as vehicle path planning,
obstacle avoidance and exploration, a strategy to perform Simultaneous Localization and
Mapping (SLAM) is required. Unmanned vehicles are being deployed to perform a wide
variety of missions in a diverse range of settings with many of these environments having
never been mapped before, whether it be the bottom of the ocean [75] or a disaster zone
[45]. Additionally, in a GPS and magnetometer denied environment, the error in the pose
of the vehicle can grow unbounded due to imprecise odometry and sensor noise. Thus,
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specific measures should be taken to re-localize against previously visited features. SLAM
in a GPS and magnetometer denied environment commonly arises in indoor environments,
which are generally well structured and allow for accurate localization and mapping using
camera or laser based approaches [19, 21].
Simultaneous localization and mapping is performed when the robot does not have
a preexisting map of the environment and must build a map and localize against it as
it traverses through the space. This operation is a keystone component of any mobile
robotic system. SLAM is a particularly difficult problem because it is cyclically dependent,
with mapping dependent on localization and vice versa. Many researchers have developed
methods of solving the SLAM problem, however, there are still many issues which are
unresolved and significant work is left to be done before a definitive solution is proposed.
1.1 SLAM Algorithms
The goal of the original research developing the first SLAM algorithms was to establish
a statistical relationship between landmark locations and vehicle positions [17, 63]. The
work showed the evolution of the estimates of the location of different landmarks as ad-
ditional observations were recorded, and there correlation to the estimate of the vehicle
pose, as well as the positions of other landmarks. Following this original formulation of
the SLAM problem, a new solution was proposed using the Bayesian estimation frame-
work [67]. A common implementation of the Bayesian SLAM framework uses an Extended
Kalman Filter (EKF) to estimate the states of the landmarks and vehicle positions and is
therefore known as EKF-SLAM. EKF-SLAM is a relatively intuitive concept but suffers
from many drawbacks, such as the rapid growth in computational complexity as feature
count increases, sparse feature-based maps which are difficult to use for mission planning,
challenging feature correspondence which can lead to poor estimates, and limited robust-
ness due to the linearization at each update. EKF-SLAM is an online SLAM method, this
means that it only stores the current estimates of the vehicle location as well as the land-
mark locations. In contrast more recent SLAM algorithms, known as full or graph SLAM
solutions, maintain the feature locations and vehicle positions over the entire trajectory.
Graph SLAM methods are currently among the most common methods for maintaining
a globally consistent and accurate map for localization [39, 26, 36, 51, 32, 49]. Graph SLAM
methods store all of the current and previous information in the form a pose graph which
is capable of correcting even the oldest information as new information becomes available.
The optimal graph is maintained by performing a non-linear graph optimization to identify
a locally optimal solution over the entire history of measurements and vehicle motions.
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Almost all SLAM algorithms conform to the same basic structure. Each has two main
components, the front-end and the back-end. The front-end in responsible for generating
correspondences between sets of measurements typically representing the motion of the
vehicle relative to some set of landmarks. The front-end often represents these correspon-
dences in the form of a pose graph where the nodes of the graph represent the poses of
the vehicle or landmark and the edges represent measurements between these nodes. The
back-end of the SLAM structure is responsible for using the information provided by the
front-end and optimizing over the whole set of information to generate a globally consistent
solution. Back-end graph optimization solutions are a relatively solved problem with open
source solvers such as TORO [22] and g2o [38] freely available. Current research on the
back-end of SLAM focuses on making more robust solvers to account for bad measure-
ments from the front-end. Conversely, this thesis focuses on making front-end solutions
which are extremely robust, produce minimal divergent measurements, and provide the
most accurate information possible for the back-end optimization.
In recent years SLAM algorithms have progressed significantly, enabling faster more
robust localization and more refined mapping. The most common state-of-the-art methods
either use images from cameras or 2D/3D points typically from a LIDAR or depth camera.
These methods can be further classified as either dense or sparse methods based on whether
they use a subset of features or incorporate all of the sensor information. Each type
of method has positive and negative aspects which make them suited for different sets
of applications. Dense SLAM methods are ideal for inspection tasks in close-quarters
environments. Dense methods are capable of creating highly detailed maps of small to
medium sized areas with great accuracy. Sparse methods often are significantly more
computationally efficient and can be performed on platforms with minimal computational
capacity or when solutions must be obtained at high frequency such as if the vehicle is
moving at high speed. Sparse methods are also more memory efficient and scale more
smoothly into larger scale mapping applications.
With many modern sensors, such as LIDAR, RGBD cameras, and stereo cameras, pro-
viding robots with reliable 3D point information of their environment, scan registration
techniques have become a prevailing solution to the front-end SLAM problem. Scan regis-
tration aligns consecutive scans to obtain the rotation and translation of the system relative
to its environment and allows for the aggregation of point cloud data. These aggregate
maps provide detailed environmental information which can be used for path planning
and obstacle avoidance. In this thesis improvements on current state-of-the-art scan reg-
istration algorithms are presented which result in more robust and accurate registrations.
Methods presented in this work use a combination of secondary information, often from
images, with point information from LIDARs and depth cameras in order to obtain more
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reliable and robust results than existing methods.
1.1.1 Image-Based SLAM
Cameras are a very common sensor for many autonomous vehicles, as they provide a
dense set of measurements in a relatively narrow field of view, however, by networking
many cameras together a larger field of view can be obtained while maintaining a high
resolution. Multiple cameras can also be used in a stereo pair to extract range information
from the environment. Stereo matching can be highly computationally expensive and
is highly dependent on the environmental texture present. Cameras have the additional
benefit of having relatively high frame rates allowing for high speed SLAM applications. A
relatively new addition to robot sensing technology is the range camera or RGBD camera.
These cameras use active IR illumination to more accurately determine range to physical
objects. Although these sensors can provide dense range information they still have limited
range and do not function reliably outdoors.
Sparse SLAM methods using cameras are often performed by extracting image features
from either stereo or monocular images. Two common image features used for this pur-
pose are Speeded-up Robust Features (SURF) [3] and Scale Invariant Feature Transform
(SIFT) [42] features. SURF and SIFT are very similar feature extraction techniques which
provide scale invariant image features which can be matches between consecutive frames.
Many other image features have been developed, each performing better or worse in dif-
ferent situations, however from a SLAM perspective all provide the same correspondence
information necessary to calculate the SLAM solution.
A well known sparse camera method, known as RGBD-SLAM [18], has been developed
by Endres et al. and uses RGBD images collected from a Kinect or stereo camera to track
SIFT or SURF image features in 3D space and optimize the motion transform using a graph
SLAM back-end. This approach can produce accurate maps but can slow down significantly
as the graph grows and can struggle is non-feature-rich environments. Stereo vision has also
been successfully used for real-time SLAM by Konolige et al. [37], who augmented stereo
feature matching with sparse bundle adjustments and are able to provide accurate pose
information in rough outdoor environments over large trajectory lengths with relatively low
position drift. Using a single monocular camera can be difficult for SLAM applications as it
gives no range information, however, Klein and Murray [34] developed the Parallel Tracking
and Mapping (PTAM) algorithm which matches image features from a monocular camera
using the ego-motion of the camera itself to generate 3D landmark and position estimates.
PTAM was also extended by Tribou [70] to use multiple non-overlapping cameras and is
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additionally capable of independently determining scale, something the original PTAM
algorithm could not accomplish.
Recently, with the development of more powerful computers and parallel processing
techniques such as CUDA [52], it has become feasible to perform dense SLAM using all
the information captured in an image frame. These methods attempt to use every pixel
in an image to estimate vehicle pose. Therefore they can be extremely computationally
expensive, however, with parallelization are often capable of running in real time.
Several dense camera SLAM methods have been proposed including Dense Tracking
and Mapping (DTAM) [48], created by Newcombe et al., which uses a single monocular
camera to generate 3D reconstructions of environments. This method creates accurate
reconstructions but can not determine scale without an outside source and is ideal for close
up applications. Newcombe et al. also proposed the dense SLAM method KinectFusion
[47], which uses a Kinect sensor to generate dense 3D maps of small areas. The method
was further extended by Whelan et al. [74] to allow larger working volumes and include
color. These methods rely on GPU parallelization in order to be able to perform in real
time, and can be extremely memory intensive as the mapped region grows.
While camera based techniques have the advantage of providing long distance bearing
measurements, they suffer from poor range and field of view when compared to the laser
based approaches. Camera based methods typically require detailed close quarters infor-
mation in order to perform effectively and struggle to handle larger, more homogeneous
environments. They generally have significant difficulty in making large quick movements,
due to motion blur and tracking, and using long range measurements, due to poor triangu-
lation, such as are expected in outdoor operations. Networking many cameras together can
improve the field of view of the system but often at the cost of computational performance.
1.1.2 Point Based SLAM
Laser scanners (LIDAR) have become a key tool for many robotics applications. Laser
scanners provide highly accurate 3D information at long ranges which is invaluable for
building high quality maps for use with planning or obstacle avoidance algorithms. The
use of LIDAR has been proposed to overcome the field of view and point cloud density
limitations of stereo vision [20, 7], with recent extensions and experimental results demon-
strating consistent mapping results over large areas [68]. Laser scanners can come in many
forms, some providing dense high accuracy information, while others provide sparse 360
degree information at higher rates. The ILRIS high-accuracy laser scanner can produce
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highly detailed and accurate 3D point cloud maps of the environment however only at sig-
nificant computational cost. Conversely, the Velodyne HDL-64E [29], is a popular choice
for autonomous vehicles and gives a relatively sparse 3D 360 degree scan at 10 Hz.
Sparse LIDAR methods use 3D features such as points, planes, lines, or subsections of
the scans to perform high speed accurate SLAM. Examples of 3D features can include Point
Feature Histograms (PFH) [58], Viewpoint Feature Histograms (VFH) [59], or Normal
Aligned Radial Features (NARF) [64]. Laser features can be used in a very similar manner
to image features in that they provide a correspondence between consecutive scans. The
inherent sparsity of some laser scanning technologies can make it very difficult to obtain
accurate and descriptive features and thus the sparse methods can fail.
Feature based methods can have several drawbacks, both for camera and laser based
methods, as demonstrated in [28]. Since feature based methods rely on matching a small
number of points, noise in the 3D location can cause significant errors. Additionally, a
small number or even a single false correspondence can cause catastrophic failure. This
can make feature based methods unreliable particularly in dynamic environments where a
single feature could move and distort the entire map.
An alternate approach which uses aggregated data is the Multi-Level Surface (MLS)
maps [56, 39, 71], which models a point cloud with a collection of patches. The patches are
generated by binning the point cloud data into fixed size columns, parallel to the height
axis of the vehicle. The height information from the point cloud is used to create patches
within each column, where each patch models surfaces at differing heights. The orientation
of the patches can then be used to classify points as traversable or non-traversable. This
classification system allows scan registration algorithms to constrain point correspondences
between scans. Although conceptually attractive, the MLS mapping approach has several
draw back including added computational complexity in the aggregation stage as well as
the inability to accurately represent some features, particularly those which are not vertical
projections.
Dense laser SLAM methods attempt to align entire scans with one another. Most often
this is performed using a form of scan registration algorithm such as the Iterative Closest
Point (ICP) method [4]. Dense laser based methods have been shown to be very successful
as demonstrated by the numerous autonomous driving platforms which use these methods,
such as the DARPA Urban Challenge vehicles or the Google driverless car [72, 33, 41, 24].
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1.2 Scan Registration as a SLAM Front-End
One of the first methods proposed for solving the scan registration problem was the Iter-
ative Closest Point (ICP) method introduced by Besl and McKay [4]. The ICP algorithm
minimizes the Euclidean distance between nearest neighbour points in the two scans to
find the relative transform. Taking advantage of the locally planar nature of most envi-
ronments, Chen and Medioni [9], proposed a point to plane based variant of ICP which
penalizes the cost only normal to the surface of the environment. This approach mitigates
the sampling error seen in point to point ICP which assumes that points correspond exactly
between scans. Recently, Segal et al. developed Generalized-ICP (GICP) [60] which, using
a probabilistic framework, generalized the ICP method and introduced a plane to plane
approach with improved performance over the previous versions.
A parallel school of scan registration techniques, first suggested by Biber and Strasser
in [5] in 2D and extended to 3D by Magnusson et al. [43], is the Normal Distribution
Transform (NDT). The NDT method divides the base scan into a grid and calculates a
Gaussian distribution from the points in each grid cell. Scans are then aligned by mini-
mizing the point to distribution cost of each point in the input scan to the distribution in
the target scan within the corresponding cell. Further expansion by Stoyanov et al. [65]
demonstrated that using a distribution to distribution cost function could improve scan
registration results over ICP and point to distribution NDT.
Many robots use scan registration in some form as the front-end method of their SLAM
system. Scan registration has becoming a staple for autonomous vehicles due to its robust-
ness, accuracy, simplicity, and reliability. It can be performed in real time and provides
a relatively dense reconstruction of the environment when necessary for planning on con-
trol.Since the typical scan registration method provide the relative transform between two
scans it makes it very easy to integrate into a back-end system. The graph can easily
be build by setting each scan location as a node and adding edges as the relative scan
registration transforms between each pair of scans. The integration of a scan registration
front-end into a graph optimization back end and its use in a complete robotic system is
discussed in detail in Chapter 6. However, one of the major issues with all geometric based
scan registration algorithms is geometric degeneracy.
Geometric degeneracy occurs when the features in an environment are positioned in
such a way that the scan registration optimization is degenerate in one or more of the
optimization parameters. This occurs when there are not sufficient objects in the envi-
ronment to fully constrain the optimization. Two common examples of this situation are
long corridors or large open spaces. In large corridors the scan registration can localize
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laterally within the corridor but the longitudinal distance travelled can not be determined.
Similarly in a large open space the vertical position from the ground plane can be deter-
mined but there are no features to constrain the registration in the x-y plane. This type
of degeneracy can be a major problem for many robots compounded by the fact that these
two types of situations are relatively common in everyday environments.
1.2.1 Colorized Scan Registration
The classic scan registration formulations use only the 3D point information to calculate
point correspondences, distributions, and to perform the registration. However, many
sensors, or combinations of sensors, can provide additional information for each point such
as intensity or color. The additional information can help to improve registration accuracy,
convergence rate, and solve many structural ambiguities.
With laser scanners becoming common place several authors have proposed not only
using the 3D points returned by the scanner but also the intensity values which many
scanners also produce. Levinson and Thrun [40] use 2D probabilistic intensity maps and
a histogram filter to localize in an urban environment. This method, although successful
in certain environments, completely ignores geometric information and assumes sufficient
intensity information is always available.
Color information has also become commonly applied to 3D scans. Cameras and depth
sensors can be extrinsically calibrated such that points can be associated with correspond-
ing image pixels and colorized. This sensor combination has been used by many authors
to attempt to improve the performance various SLAM algorithms.
Color ICP [30] attempts to improve ICP performance by using the additional color
channels to perform the nearest neighbour search in a higher dimension. This method
showed improved point correspondence results but did not change the underlying scan
registration method. A colorized version of NDT has also been proposed by Huhle et al.
[28], which uses color based kernel functions to generate a Gaussian mixture model such
that each voxel then contains a color based mixture of Gaussians. Other methods include
[55], which initializes GICP using image features, and [27], which augments NDT using a
small set of image feature correspondences as a secondary error function.
The addition of color information into the scan registration formulation is able to
mitigate some of the major issues present in the classic scan registration algorithms as well
as improve accuracy and runtime in some cases. The work presented in this thesis builds




The goal of this research is to improve the accuracy, robustness, computation time and
convergence of scan registration methods used for the front-end of SLAM by incorporating
secondary information into the registration formulation. The work focuses particularly
on feature poor, challenging environments, such as sparse forests and large open spaces,
where current state-of-the-art methods tend to fail. This thesis presents three novel scan
registration methods which improve upon the basic scan registration methods to provide
significant improvement in overall reliability. These methods include:
• Ground Segmented Iterative Closest Point (GSICP) [13]
• Color Clustered Normal Distribution Transform (CCNDT) [62]
• Multi Channel Generalized Iterative Closest Point (MCGICP) [61]
Ground Segmented ICP was developed to solve the problem of scan registration in
sparse unstructured environments. Typical scan registration methods function very well
in structured environments with solid surfaces and edges which can be registered against,
however, in unstructured environments with little to no flat surfaces modern scan regis-
tration methods have significant problems. Good example of unstructured environments
are sparse forests or dunes which have no sharp edges. Foliage tends to give very noisy
measurements due to the inconsistent measurements from the various leaves that make up
the structure and similarly an environment made up of a collection of dunes, or hills can
give vastly different measurements depending on the cross section which is scanned. The
GSICP algorithm combats these problems by first taking a 3D laser scan and segmenting
the ground plane from the scan. Next the scan is compressed into a 2D representation.
From this 2D representation points are classified as either ground-adjacent or non-ground-
adjacent. Using this classification information, points are corresponded only within the
same class. This results in generating simulated edge feature in the environment which
the scan registration algorithm can more accurately match. Because this method is com-
pressing the scans into 2D and classifying the data before correspondences are calculated,
the method is very computationally efficient and can be performed robustly at high speed.
Tests performed on the Ford dataset show that GSICP has 60% less deviation in error,
and a 44% improvement in mean error over the next best performing method, GICP. Tests
also show that GSICP is capable of performing a scan registration over twice as fast as
GICP and NDT, and consistently faster then ICP. Although the method performs very
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well, it requires a specific structure for the scans in order to function correctly. Specif-
ically, it requires spatially separated geometric objects with a segmentable ground plane
and minimal variation outside of the horizontal plane. Although most outdoor robotics
applications using a 360 degree scanner will meet these requirements it does limit the algo-
rithms applicability. This algorithm also falls victim to geometric degeneracy, a common
issue with all geometric based scan registration algorithms.
Color Clustered NDT addresses several of the issues faced by GSICP and other geo-
metric scan registration techniques. CCNDT calculates a full 3D scan registration solution
but unlike typical NDT solutions is able to maintain excellent computational performance
and robustness. The CCNDT algorithm uses combined color and geometric information,
such as would be generated by an RGBD camera or joint calibrated LIDAR and camera
system, to perform the registration. The algorithm first clusters points based on color
and Euclidean distance and uses these clusters to generate a set of Gaussian distributions.
The colored distributions are then used to perform a color weighted distribution to dis-
tribution optimization to extract the optimal transform. Unlike standard NDT, by using
the clustering approach a minimal set of distributions is needed to represent the scan and
therefore the optimization can be performed significantly more efficiently. Additional be-
cause the optimization is color weighted and there are a small number of distributions, the
cost function can be calculated between every pair of distributions resulting in a smooth
and continuous cost function. This smooth and continue cost function is less likely to
become trapped in local minima and requires only a single iteration to optimize to the
global minima. CCNDT is much more generally applicable than GSICP, but comes at the
cost of additional computational complexity. The accuracy of CCNDT method is shown
to be comparably, or marginally better then the existing methods on both the Ford and
Freiburg datasets, however demonstrates significant improvements in computation time.
Compared to GSICP, CCNDT takes approximately 50% longer to perform a registration,
however, compared to other 3D registration methods, such as GICP and NDT, CCNDT
runs more then three times faster on average. Furthermore, by incorporating color infor-
mation into the scan registration process, CCNDT is also able to avoid many instances of
geometric degeneracy by using matching colors. CCNDT can still fail in some cases as it
relies exclusively on the existence of non-trivial variations in the coloring of the scene in
order for the clustering to be effective. For scenes which do not have significant variations
in color the optimization can once again become degenerate.
Multi-Channel GICP generalizes the incorporation of secondary information as well as
geometric information in a seamless structure that utilizes both sources of information to
their full extent but does not rely explicitly on either. This allows for the method to be
generally applicable in any environment and able to perform reliably even in cases nor-
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mally degenerate for other registration methods.. The MCGICP method generates a point
covariance at every point in the scan which represents the confidence of the position of that
point in each direction. Similar to GICP, the covariance normal to the geometric surface
is set to a small value to represent a high confidence normal to the surface. Then the
covariance tangent to the surface is determined using the secondary descriptor channels.
In the case of MCGICP the descriptor channels do not need to be limited to just color
and can represent any type of information. By having variations in the covariance in both
the normal and tangential directions each point can contribute error terms in all directions
according to the information it provides. It is also vital to ensure that points are correctly
corresponded. Therefore the correspondence calculation is performed in a higher dimen-
sional space which incorporates both geometric, descriptor, and covariance information. By
using all three types of information for correspondence and registration optimization, the
algorithm is able to converge reliably in a wide range of environments. MCGICP is highly
robust against degeneracy, has increased accuracy compared to the other scan registration
methods, and can provide reliable registrations in almost any environment. Experiments
performed on the Ford and Freiburg datasets show accuracy improvements of up to 31%
over existing methods. Experiments also showed significantly fewer outliers and a decrease
in the standard deviation of error of 49%. Qualitative results also demonstrate notable
improvements in map reconstruction in challenging and degenerate environments. The
cost of this reliability is an increase in computational complexity. Although the method is
shown to converge faster then standard GICP, method such as CCNDT and GSICP easily
outperform MCGICP in terms of computation speed.
All of the proposed methods demonstrate improvements over the existing scan regis-
tration methods and each shows a specific case in which that method would be preferable.
Whether it be the high speed 2D performance of GSICP, the 3D efficiency of CCNDT,
or the high accuracy, robust, reliability of MCGICP, each method contributes a piece to
complete the landscape of scan registration algorithms, and is suited for different subsets





Given a set of scans, typically in the form of point cloud data, scan registration is used to
find the transformation which best transforms a scene scan to overlap with a reference scan.
Scan registration algorithms define nonlinear, often discontinuous cost functions which are
used in an optimization framework to determine the ideal transform. The assumption of
these methods is that the global minimum of the defined cost function yields the optimal
transformation that aligns the two scans. In this chapter the scan registration problem
is defined in a general sense and the formulations of three modern scan registration al-
gorithms, Iterative Closest Point (ICP), Generalized Iterative Closest Point (GICP), and
Normal Distribution Transform (NDT), are presented. These three methods form the basis
of the works presented in the following chapters.
2.1 Problem Formulation
Scan registration algorithms attempt to find the optimal transform between an input scan
and a target scan. The optimal transform is qualitatively defined as the transform which
best aligns the scans into a common coordinate frame. Given scan A = {ai}, where
ai ∈ R3 for i = 1, ..., NA, and scan B = {bj}, where bj ∈ R3 for j = 1, ..., NB, the optimal






where RT ∈ SO(3) is the rotation matrix and tT ∈ R3 is the translation vector.
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The solution is typically computed by optimizing a specified score function, Γ : SE(3)→
R, given the point clouds A and B, to find the optimal transformation T . The optimization
can be generally defined in the form:
T ∗ = arg min
T
Γ(T ) (2.1)
The score function is specific to each algorithm and can take many different forms and
in many cases is optimized in an iterative method before settling on the final solution. The
following sections of this chapter will introduce the score function definitions for the three
most commonly used scan registration methods: ICP, GICP, and NDT.
2.2 The Iterative Closest Point Algorithm
The Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm is one of the most common methods for scan
registration and is arguably the most straight forward of the existing algorithms. The ICP
method uses the squared Euclidean distance between corresponding sets of points as the
cost function used to evaluate the transformation.
Point correspondences are evaluated by assuming that the nearest neighbour points
correspond to the same location in space. In practice, a KD-tree [44] can be used to
determine nearest neighbours efficiently in both 2D and 3D cases. Additionally, a threshold,
κd, is often defined such that only corresponding points with a Euclidean distance less than
the threshold, ||ai − bi|| < κd, are considered a correct correspondence. This threshold
allows the exclusion of correspondences which are assumed to be from non-overlapping
sections of the scans.
Given point clouds, A, and B, and assuming that these point clouds are organized
such that corresponding points are given the same indices and include only points with
correspondences within the threshold, the ICP scan registration optimization can be defined
as:




||ai − bi||2 (2.2)
This optimization is performed iteratively such that after each iteration, the point
























Figure 2.1: Example of the correspondences of the ICP algorithm in a 2D case. The red
lines indicate the score which is being minimized. When registered the blue and green
points would ideally overlap perfectly. [12]
optimization will ideally converge to the global minima, giving the optimal transformation
between the two scans. An example of the ICP correspondences and optimization score
minimization is shown in Figure 2.1.
The ICP optimization has been shown to have a closed form solution by Arun et al. [1]
and as a result can be perform very quickly. However, due to the algorithm often requiring
many iterations of the optimization the computation time of the algorithm can still be
substantial. Additionally, Chen and Medioni [9], introduced point-to-plane ICP which
penalizes the cost only normal to the local surface. This helped improve the convergence
of ICP at the cost of computational complexity.
2.3 The Generalized Iterative Closest Point Algorithm
The Generalized Iterative Closest Point (GICP) method was developed by Segal et al.
in [60] as a unifying framework of the previously proposed ICP methods. The GICP
formulation uses a probabilistic framework to determine the error function and proceeds
as follows.
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First, it is assumed that the nearest neighbour correspondences have been calculated
and scan A and scan B are indexed with corresponding points having the same indices and
non corresponding points being removed. Using the probabilistic model it is assumed that
the point clouds A and B are generated from an underlying set of distributions, where
ai ∼ N (aˆi, CAi ) and bi ∼ N (bˆi, CBi ). Therefore given perfect correspondences and the
correct transform, T ∗,
bˆi = T
∗aˆi (2.3)
The difference between samples ai and bi is then defined as di = bi − Tai. Given
that ai and bi are drawn from independent Gaussian distributions, and given the correct
transformation, di can be written as:
di ∼ N (0, CBi + T ∗CAi (T ∗)T ) (2.4)
The transform is then solved for using maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) and
simplified to the form










This formulation can be used to represent any of the standard forms of ICP including
basic point to point as well as point to plane ICP. However GICP proposes a plane to
plane model in which it is assumed that points are sampled from surfaces which are locally
planar. In this model the covariance of a point is assumed to be small in the direction of
the normal at that point and large in all other directions. This assumes that the points
have little information to offer in the directions tangent to the plane. The covariance at
every point, qi ∈ A∪B, in both A and B is calculated using an archetype covariance, CG,
define as
CG =
 1 0 00 1 0
0 0 

where  is a constant representing the covariance along the normal. The covariance at a






where RW is the rotation matrix which rotates  to align with the surface normal, at point
qi.
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Figure 2.2: Example of the alignment of two scans (green and blue) using the GICP
algorithm. As can be seen each point has a corresponding covariance which aligns with the
surface of the scan (black). Corresponding points (red lines) with covariances which are
aligned will result in a higher weighted cost in the minimal direction compared to those
which are not aligned.
The local covariance, CLi , is calculated using the k nearest points to the query point
qi found using [44]. The local covariance approximates the model covariance in the region
around the query point.The surface normal information for this method is then computed
using principal component analysis (PCA) on the local covariance, CLi . The component
with the lowest eigenvalue corresponds to the surface normal. In practice, the model
covariance at a given point can be calculated using the singular value decomposition (SVD)
of the local covariance,
CL = USV T (2.7)
where the singular values are the diagonal elements of S ∈ Rn×n sorted in descending order
and U and V are orthonormal matrices. In the singular value decomposition decomposition
U is equivalent to the rotation matrix RWi and therefore S can be replaced by C
G, to
compute, CWi .
Figure 2.2 shows an example of the alignment of two planar scans using the GICP
algorithm. The plane to plane nature of GICP allows the scans to be align correctly
without falling into a local minima which would most likely occur in the case of standard
ICP.
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2.4 The Normal Distributions Transform Algorithm
The Normal Distributions Transform is a common form of scan registration used in modern
robotics applications. Many authors have proposed improvements to the algorithm but
the underlying principles have remained constant. The NDT method attempts to model
sets of points as Gaussian distributions and match these distributions either to points or
corresponding distributions in the input scan.
The original NDT method begins by first dividing the point in the scan into a set of
equally sized cells, ci. For each cell a Gaussian distribution, gi = N (µci ,Σci), is calculated
using the points from the scan which are within the boundaries of the cell. At the end of this
process the entire scan is converted into a set of Gaussian distributions, G = {g1, . . . , gNG}.
In the case of distribution to distribution NDT this step must be performed on both the
target and input scan to obtain sets of distributions for the input, GA, and target, GB.
The total number of distributions, NG, is largely dependent on the size of the grid cells
used to divide up the scan. Larger grid cells will result in fewer total Gaussians but small
details can be lost in the Gaussian model. Small grid cells are capable of maintaining finer
detail, however, this will result in a significant increase in the number of Gaussians and a
corresponding increase in computation time. The size of the grid cells often has to be set
and reset given different environmental conditions.
Next, the NDT cost function used to optimize the registration transform is calculated
using the set(s) of Gaussians computed in the previous step. Both point to distribution
(P2D) and distribution to distribution (D2D) have similar cost functions. The point to
distribution cost function contribution, JP2D(x) : R3 → R, of an individual point, x, is
defined as:
JP2D(x) = exp(−(x− µci)TΣci−1(x− µci)) (2.8)
where x is the point being evaluated and µci and Σci are the mean and covariance of the
cell ci to which x is corresponded. The sum of the individual point costs is then minimized:





The resulting transform is the optimal relative movement of the sensor frame between
the target and input scans that minimizes the cost function. Figure 2.3 shows an example
of the NDT transformation of a 2D point cloud. Unfortunately, the overall cost function
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(a) Original point cloud (b) NDT distributions
Figure 2.3: Example of the resulting distributions when applying the NDT transform on
an example 2D point cloud. [12]
will be discontinuous. The correspondence of a point x to a specific distribution, ci, is
dependent on the transformation, T . As the transformation changes the points of the
input scan change cells relative to the target scan and therefore correspond to a different
distribution and cause a discontinuity when this change occurs. These discontinuities
can be problematic for optimization as the derivative is not well defined and convergence
can not be guaranteed. The cost function also demonstrates that in the case of geometric
degeneracy the solution will not converge as there will be no sensitivity of the cost function
to changes in the degenerate transform direction.
The NDT method can be tuned for accuracy or speed based on the size of the grid
cells used, but the grid representation can be not ideal for some environments, and the cell
size must be changed as the environment changes. To remove the need to tune the grid
cell size, Magnusson et al. suggest a multi-scale approach [43] which runs multiple NDT
optimizations at multiple scales. This approach significantly improves the convergence of




A large, unstructured environment, such as a forest, makes laser scan registration based
approaches especially difficult since a typical point cloud from a laser scanner such as
the Velodyne HDL-32E sensor is sparse and relatively noisy. Current scan registration
algorithms generally make assumptions about point cloud data which are not valid in all
cases. For example, 3D iterative closest point (ICP) methods assume every point is sam-
pled in both scans, which is impossible, but in practice requires a high point density in
order to provide accurate correspondences from nearest neighbour search [50]. Generalized
ICP (GICP) improves ICP by using the underlying surface structure of the point cloud
to relax the perfect point correspondence assumption [60]. The use of G-ICP requires the
computation of surface normal information, which is difficult to perform accurately with
noisy, unstructured point cloud data such as that generated from grass, trees, shrubs or
rubble. The Normal Distributions Transform models the point cloud as a set of Gaussian
distributions aggregating individual points and avoiding the limiting assumptions of both
ICP and GICP, but since lasers scanners only detect the surface of objects, the Gaus-
sian distribution is often an inaccurate representation of the points within a cell. As a
result the algorithm suffers from poor convergence [11] and is not suitable for real-time
implementation on a system with limited computation power.
The proposed method, Ground Segmented ICP (GSICP), is able to perform 2D regis-
trations in large, unstructured environments using sparse point clouds. It should be noted
that although the presented solution is well suited to operate in open, unstructured envi-
ronments, the approach also works well on any navigable terrain where there are sufficient
environmental features for scan registration. Since only a 2D drivability map is required
for most ground vehicle applications this method performs only 2D registrations. Scans
are first rotated based on vehicle pitch and roll estimates which is assumed to be available
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from an extended Kalman filter (EKF) or IMU, and then ground points are segmented
and removed using a Gaussian process regression. Ground segmentation is justified since
the ground points contribute little to the localization accuracy, compared to the majority
of the natural features in the environment such as trees and buildings [10]. The remaining
non-ground points are then used to generate a 2D top-down map of the environment.
A classification system is used to constrain the scan registration algorithm to compute
point correspondences only between similarly classified points. Classification based scan
registration approaches have been successfully implemented such as in the MLS mapping
technique. More general point cloud segmentation and classifications are also possible, and
allow for the application of ICP correspondences to be constrained between segments of
similar proximity, shape and relative position between scans [15]. Class-constrained ICP
(CC-ICP) methods have been shown to improve point correspondences and convergence
rates, however general 3D point cloud segmentation is computationally expensive. In order
to improve the robustness of our approach the remaining obstacle points, after the ground
points have been removed, are classified as ground-adjacent or non-ground-adjacent.
Ground adjacency classification is well suited for this application, as it ensures edge
features are maintained. Since the ground segmentation is already required to compute
drivability, the determination of the non ground points requires no additional computation,
and to further classify the points based on ground adjacency is computationally inexpen-
sive. To localize the vehicle, a 2D CC-ICP registration is performed using the classified
points.
Figure 3.1: Flowchart showing the stages of the Ground Segmented ICP algorithm.
3.1 Ground segmentation and drivability analysis
The segmentation of the ground plane is an important aspect of this method. In the 2D
scan registration case the ground points do not provide useful information and in fact hinder
the convergence of registration algorithms. Segmenting the ground points also removes a
significant number of points from the scan which helps improve the computational efficiency
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of the method. The ground segmentation algorithm used in this work is based off of the
work first shown by Douillard et al [16] which uses a 2D Gaussian process to model the
terrain and incremental sample consensus (INSAC) to identify ground points. However, a
modified version of this method was introduced by Tongtong et al. [69] which is able to run
faster than the original method and produce comparable results. This version improves
runtime performance by first binning the scan into a polar grid then formulating a 1D
Gaussian process using the points contains in each radial sector.
In order to create the 1D Gaussian process the point cloud, P , is first binned into a
polar grid containing Ns angular sectors, and Nd linear range divisions. The set of points,
γij, contained within the bin s
j
i , are then given as
γij = {p ∈ P : (px, py) ∈ sij} (3.1)
where sji is the area of the j
th angular sector and ith range bin. To generate the 1D signal
from the points collected within each sector a set of prototype points must be selected from
each bin that is assumed to be a reasonable representation of the ground. The simplest
way to select these prototype points is to simply take the point, p, in each bin with the
lowest z component. The 1D signal is then constructed using tuples of the xy range to
each prototype point, r = ‖px + py‖2, and the corresponding height value pz.
The Gaussian process for each sector can then be generated using these 1D signals.
The process is defined using a mean function of zero and a squared-exponential function
to model the covariance function. Using the Gaussian process the inliers of the model
can be determined. The INSAC algorithm is used by incrementally adding inliers to the
Gaussian process and regenerating the model until no more inliers can be added. Then the
remaining points are classified as ground or object points by comparing their z components
against the model of the corresponding sector. If the difference is less then a user defined
threshold, κg, then the points are classified as ground. Figure 3.2-a presents the results
of the Gaussian Process based ground segmentation approach on a typical point cloud
from the Velodyne HDL-32E in a sparse forested environment containing a few additional
manmade structures.
Once the points have been classified as obstacle or ground, they can be further classified
as drivable or not-drivable for the vehicle. For each sector, obstacle points where the
difference in the z-components between the obstacle point and the ground prototype point
are less than the height of the vehicle, are classified as non-drivable points. The drivability
classification is later used to generate a drivability map for the vehicle. Figure 3.2-b
illustrates the classification results for a typical point cloud in a forested area. As is
visible in Figure 3.2-b, it is important to classify obstacle points as drivable versus non-
drivable. Many features can include overhanging sections which the vehicle is capable of
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(a) Ground segmentation (b) Drivability segmentation
Figure 3.2: Point cloud segmentation results using Gaussian process method, which in-
cludes drivable obstacle points (green), non-drivable obstacle points (red) and ground
points (blue). (a) Ground segmentation only. (b) Ground and drivability segmentation.
driving underneath. The drivability classification allows for the traversable sections to be
accurately modelled, which is imperative for path planning purposes.
3.2 Ground adjacency classification
Obstacle points are classified as either ground-adjacent or non-ground-adjacent. In order to
classify the points, a temporary local map is generated. The GSICP local map partitions a
plane in R2 that is orthogonal to the gravity vector for the vehicle orientation at the current
time-step. Assume that the obstacle point cloud has been transformed to compensate for
the roll and pitch angle of the vehicle. Denote the local map as a set of fixed sized partitions,
Ψ = {ϕ1, . . . , ϕNΨ}, where ϕi ⊂ R2 is a cell in the local map, which contains NΨ total
cells. The cells are non-overlapping, or Ψ = ∪NΨi=1ϕi and ϕi ∩ ϕj = ∅, ∀i, j where i 6= j.
With the cell partitions, define the points from point cloud P whose projection falls within
cell ϕj as
γj = {p ∈ P : (px, py) ∈ ϕj} (3.2)
In order to classify the points within a cell, a collection of nearest neighbour cells are
determined and evaluated. For the local map, χi ∈ R2 and χj ∈ R2 denotes the geometric
mean, or centroid of the cells ϕi and ϕj, respectively. Define the distance between two cells
ϕi and ϕj, using the distance function d : R2×R2 → R between their respective centroids,
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as
d(χi, χj) = ||χi − χj||q (3.3)
When q = 2, the function d is the Euclidean distance between the centroids of the cells,
however a distance based on the Manhattan norm, q = 1, or infinity norm, q = ∞, can
also be used. For implementation, the infinity norm is used in order to extract a square
sub-grid of cells as the nearest neighbours. Using the definition for the distance between
grid cells given in Equation 3.3, the nearest neighbours, Φ ⊆ Ψ, for a cell ϕi can be given
as
Φ = {ϕj ∈ Ψ : d(χi, χj) < κΨ}\ϕi (3.4)
where κΨ is a user defined threshold which determines the size of the neighbourhood of ϕj
to consider. In order to classify the points within a cell as ground-adjacent or non-ground-
adjacent, the nearest neighbour cells for a target cell are evaluated. A counter variable IΨ
is used to count the number of ground-adjacent cells in the neighbourhood. If at least βΨ
of the cells are ground-cells (i.e. they contain no points), then the points in the target cell
are classified as ground-adjacent, otherwise the cell is labeled as non-ground-adjacent. The
point classification method is summarized in Algorithm 1. Figure 3.3-a demonstrates the
results of the ground adjacency classification algorithm for a typical example point cloud
in a forested area. The classification illustrates that points which are generally contained
within the boundaries of an object are classified as non-ground-adjacent while those on the
boundary of the object are classified as ground-adjacent.
3.3 Class Constrained ICP
In GSICP, the classified obstacle points from the temporary local maps are registered
into a consistent frame using a CC-ICP scan registration technique. The CC-ICP scan
registration algorithm seeks to find the transform, T , such that the Euclidean distance
between corresponding points of a model point cloud and a scene point cloud which has
been transformed by T , is minimized. The ICP method treats nearest neighbour points
as correspondences for each iteration of the minimization. For CC-ICP, the points in the
classified scene sets P SGA and P
S
NGA may only correspond with the classified points in the
model set PMGA and P
M
NGA, respectively. In order to further improve correspondences, the
height values maintained in the cells are used to reject correspondences which do not agree
with the modelled height distributions. If the z-component of a point from an obstacle
point cloud which has been transformed by estimate T is not within one standard deviation
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Algorithm 1 Using an input obstacle point cloud Pobs, return the scene point clouds for
the ground-adjacent points, P SGA and the non-ground-adjacent points P
S
NGA
1: P SGA ← ∅
2: P SNGA ← ∅
3: IΨ ← 0
4: for all ϕi ∈ Ψ do
5: Φ← {ϕj ∈ Ψ : d(χi, χj) < κΨ}\ϕi
6: for all φ ∈ Φ do
7: γ ← {p ∈ Pobs : (px, py) ∈ φ}
8: if γ = ∅ then
9: IΨ ← IΨ + 1
10: end if
11: end for
12: γ ← {p ∈ Pobs : (px, py) ∈ ϕi}
13: if IΨ ≥ βΨ then
14: P SGA ← P SGA ∪ γ
15: else
16: P SNGA ← P SNGA ∪ γ
17: end if
18: end for
of the height distribution for the cell it is located in, the point correspondence is rejected.
The strategy of using constrained nearest neighbour correspondences with height based
outlier rejection results in the contributions for the CC-ICP minimization to come from
the most likely point-pair correspondences. Figure 3.3 illustrates an example of the ground
adjacency classification and provides a visualization of the aggregated height distributions
within each cell.
3.4 Experimental Results
The Ground Segmented ICP algorithm was evaluated using the Ford Vision and LIDAR
Dataset [53]. The dataset uses a Velodyne 64E laser scanner mounted on a truck as it
traverses a typical urban roadway and includes ground truth information collected from an
Applanix POS-LV 420 INS with Trimble GPS. The accuracy of the method is compared
to the 2D versions of ICP, GICP and NDT, using the ground truth information from the
dataset for reference. In order to perform a fair comparison the ground is segmented before
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(a) Ground adjacency classification for the global
map
(b) Mean cell height for the global map
Figure 3.3: Classification of the temporary local map (a) Classification of ground-adjacent
(blue) versus non-ground-adjacent (red) cells. (b) Visualization of the cell mean height
values (in meters)
passing the point cloud to all of the methods. The computation time of the algorithm is
also analysed.
The registration accuracy is evaluated by performing scan to scan matching between
each consecutive pair of scans over the entire dataset. The results are shown in the box plots
in Figure 3.4, and demonstrate that the GSICP method is notably more accurate than the
other methods. This increase in accuracy is particularly noticeable in areas of the dataset
which are more unstructured, including mostly only trees and foliage to match against.
The robustness of the algorithm can be seen by the marked decrease in the variance in the
errors, meaning more consistent results are produced.
Over local areas of the dataset the GSICP method is very accurate at estimating the
pose of the vehicle. Figure 3.5, shows a local stretch of the dataset in which the GSICP
method is performing very well. However, due to the fact that only scan-to-scan matching
is being performed the results will tend to drift over time. This is an artifact of using the
scan-to-scan matching as no globally consistent frame is available at each iteration. This
drift is present in all methods when using scan-to-scan matching. Figure 3.6 shows the
complete map generated over the entire dataset. The drift of the map is obvious, however,
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it can be seen that locally the map is very good. In Chapter 6 the incorporation of this
method into a full system including back-end graph optimization corrects this map for drift
and can be seen in the Section 6.4.
Finally, computation time is compared. The comparison is performed on a computer
with an Intel i7 Quadcore processor and 16GB of ram with each algorithm run in a single
thread with no parallelization. Figure 3.7 shows a plot of the computation time for a series
of scans for the existing algorithms as well as for GSICP. It can be seen from this plot that
GSICP is capable of performing registrations faster and at more consistent speeds than the
other 2D methods, all of which are significantly faster than the corresponding 3D methods.
This increase in speed is due to the classification stage resulting in correspondences being
faster to compute on a smaller subset of points and the consistency comes from the ability
of GSICP to obtain correct correspondences more consistently than other methods.
3.5 Conclusions
The GSICP method is ideally suited for 2D scan registration in sparse unstructured envi-
ronments. The experimental results demonstrate that the method maintains high accuracy
when moving through areas with both structured and unstructured sections and shows min-
imal failed convergences. The GSICP method is also significantly lighter than many of the
other state of the art algorithms and is capable of running in real time on platforms with
minimal computational power.
The GSICP method does however have several drawbacks. Foremost, the method is
only capable of performing 2D scan registrations. Extension of the method into 3D is
impractical as the ground adjacency classification becomes significantly more complex and
the benefits of minimal computation time are lost. However, 2D registration is adequate
for many ground vehicles traversing on relatively flat roadways or paths with minimal
variations in height, roll and pitch.
The proposed method also requires distinct geometric features to exist in the horizontal
plane. By compressing the scans into a 2D representation a significant performance boost
is obtained in computation time, however, important features can be lost which can lead to
a decrease in robustness in some environments. In order for the GSICP method to function
correctly the scan must have several properties. First the scan must have a ground plane.
This is not an issue for most outdoor vehicles with 360 degree scanners, however, indoors
with a directional scanner this assumption my not be valid. Second, the scans must have
spatially separated features in order for the ground adjacency classification to perform op-
timally. Finally, the scans must not have geometric degeneracies. Geometric degeneracies
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result when the scan does not constrain the optimization in one or more of the parameters.
The above requirements limit the applicability of the method somewhat, although, in many
cases robots operating outdoors do in practice meet all of these requirements. By using
these assumptions the method is able to be optimized to perform quickly and accurately
and is well suited for outdoor sparse environments.
The GSICP method is designed to meet a specific need; fast accurate 2D SLAM per-
formed in outdoor environments with a sparse 3D sensor. The method is able to meet this
need very effectively and was implemented and used on the University of Waterloo’s entry






































Figure 3.4: Accuracy comparison of 2D scan-to-scan matching results on the Ford dataset.
Relative translational (top) and rotational (bottom) errors are shown. The red line repre-
sents the median, the blue box shows the 25th to 75th percentile, the whiskers extend to
the max and min points within 1.5 times the inter quartile range, and the red crosses show
outliers.
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Figure 3.5: Local map and path for a subset of the Ford dataset. Black points represent
the map, red line shows the GSICP calculated path, while the green line is the ground
truth path.
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Figure 3.6: Full map generated from the Ford dataset using only scan-to-scan matching
with the GSICP method. This map shows obvious drift but the local structure is very
accurate.
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Color Clustered Normal Distribution
Transform
In general, scan registration methods can be quite time consuming as they require the cost
function to be evaluated at every point in a scan or at least a large subset of points or
derived distributions in order to obtain accurate results. This can be a problem for vehicles
traveling at high speeds or in dynamic environments as the localization and mapping results
may be delayed. 2D methods, such as GSICP, can perform registration very efficiently but
require scans which provide enough information using only the horizontal plane. Vehicles
experiencing significant changes in height, roll and pitch, such as an off-road, all-terrain
vehicle, require the complete 3D registration information. Also, GSICP as well as many
other existing SLAM methods, can fall victim to geometric degeneracies in spaces with
minimal structure in the environment.
Recently, Das et al. [10] showed that by using a greedy clustering approach to generate
surface Gaussians, a smooth and continuous NDT cost function could be created and
could be evaluated significantly faster than previous methods. This approach however is
not ideal in all environments as it requires object to be disjoint in 3D space in order to be
accurately clustered. Conversely, Color NDT by Huhle et al. [28], uses color information
to generate multiple distributions per cell and match distributions and points based on
color weightings. This method helps reduce the effects of geometric degeneracies but can
be slow if the grid is made small, or can be inaccurate if the grid is large.
In this chapter an improved NDT algorithm is introduced, which is capable of perform-
ing robust, accurate localization and mapping in a broad spectrum of possible environ-
ments and with a multitude of different sensors. The proposed method uses color and 3D
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information in a greedy clustering approach to cluster points and generate the requisite
Gaussian distributions used for the optimization phase. The optimization function uses
the calculated Gaussians to perform a weighted distribution to distribution cost between
all pairs of distributions. The weightings are determined based on a normal distribution of
the expected variance in color channels for the given sensor configuration. This approach
gives a smooth, continuous cost function which can be optimized efficiently, reduces local
minima, and avoids issues with geometric degeneracies when varied color information is
present. This method also performs well in both dense, close range situations, as well
as large scale sparse outdoor environments. With the addition of color information to
the NDT framework, the method is capable of providing accurate results with minimal
computation time.
The proposed method is evaluated using the Freiburg RGBD Dataset [66] as well as
the Ford Vision and Lidar Dataset [53]. The Freiburg dataset includes RGBD information
collected from a Kinect Sensor in several indoor environments as well as corresponding
ground truth information. The indoor environment demonstrates an example of dense
SLAM data of a small area with moderate sensor motions. The Ford dataset is generated
from a vehicle mounted Velodyne laser scanner and Ladybug omnidirectional camera and
demonstrates outdoor, road speed traversal of a typical unmanned vehicle. The Ford
dataset evaluates the algorithm in a relatively sparse scenario where the sensors are moving
at high speed.
Figure 4.1: Flowchart showing the stages of the Color Clustered Normal Distribution
Transform algorithm.
4.1 Greedy Color Clustering
The clustering method used in this work is based on the Color-Based Segmentation of
Point Clouds method proposed by Zhan et al. [76]. The algorithm proceeds in two main
stages. First a greedy region growing process is performed to make rough color consistent
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regions. Second a region merging and refinement stage is performed in order to refine the
rough regions into the final segmentation result.
The greedy region growing stage follows a standard greedy clustering approach and
uses color information to determine region inclusion. The set of clusters, ζ = {c1, . . . , cNc},
where each cluster is a set of points, ci = {p1, . . . , pNci}, is calculated by adding all points
to the unlabeled set, U , and incrementally removing a point from U to begin a new cluster
and adding the point to the open set K. The function K(p, k) uses the kd-tree nearest
neighbour algorithm defined in [44] to find the k nearest neighbours of a point p. The
algorithm then checks the nearest neighbours of each point in K to determine inclusion in
the current cluster, ci, based on color difference to the initial cluster point. The function,
δ(x, y) : R3×R3 → R, defines the color difference between point x and y as the Euclidean
norm of the difference of the color vectors. If the nearest neighbour point is sufficiently
similar, δ(x, y) < κc where κc is a threshold parameter, then the point is added to K. Once
K is empty, the current cluster is added to the cluster set ζ, and a new cluster is started
by selecting a new point from U . The process is repeated until all points are labeled. The
flow of the algorithms can be seen in Algorithm 1.
The second stage, region merging and refinement, uses the set of clusters, ζ, found in the
previous stage and attempts to merge each cluster to its nearest neighbour clusters based on
the adjacent cluster being of the same color. If two nearest neighbour clusters are of similar
color, they are merged. Unlike the original method proposed in [76], for this work we do
not explicitly merge regions below a certain threshold of points with its nearest neighbour.
These regions are assumed to be outliers and are simply discarded from the set of clusters.
It is important to note that since the computational complexity of calculating the cost
function in Equation 4.3 scales quadratically with the number of Gaussians generated, Nc,
it is helpful to limit the maximum number of distributions considered. A simple trimming
of the smallest and largest clusters can be performed to stay within a defined maximum.
It can be assumed that very large clusters provide minimal information in terms of overall
alignment that the smaller clusters don’t already capture and that the smallest clusters
are most likely noise or areas that will be hard to match between scans.
The final stage is to convert the clustered points into a corresponding set of Gaussians,
G = {g1, . . . , gNG}, where each Gaussian maintains the geometric mean, µg, as well as
a color mean, µc, along with the geometric covariance, Σ. Figure 4.2 shows the cluster-
ing results on an indoor office scene. Note that the Gaussians are of various sizes and
shapes and accurately represent the underlying structure of the scene with a minimal set
of distributions.
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while U != ∅ do
K ← p ∈ U
while K != ∅ do
i← i+ 1
p ∈ K
for q ∈ K(p, k) do
if δ(p, q) < α and q /∈ K then
K ← K ∪ {q}






ζ ← ζ ∪ {ci}
end while
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(a) Pointcloud of example scene before clustering
(b) Clustering results of the example scene
Figure 4.2: Clustering results of an example scene using the Color-Based Segmentation of
Point Clouds method and converting point clusters to Gaussians
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4.2 Color Weighted Clustered NDT
Using the sets of Gaussian distributions calculated in Section 4.1, for both the input scan,
Gi, and the target scan, Gj, the transformation optimization proceeds using a modified
cost function. The cost function uses a fully connected approach, where each distribution
is evaluated against all other distributions, and incorporates a weighting based on the color
difference between the two Gaussians, gi and gj, being evaluated. The color weights, λij,
are calculated given the covariance of the color channels, Λ, defined by the accuracy of the
sensor used, and is defined as:
λij = exp(−1
2
(µci − µcj)TΛ−1(µci − µcj)) (4.1)
where µci ∈ R3 is the mean color of Gaussian gi. The Gaussians are therefore weighted
such that distribution pairs with significant differences in color have a minimal impact on
the cost. The final cost evaluation is simply the original distribution to distribution NDT
cost weighted by λij and calculated between all combinations of distributions. The cost for
a single distribution to distribution registration, with a transformed difference of means,
dxy = Tµ
g
x − µgy would be:




T TΣxT + Σy
]−1
dxy) (4.2)
The minimization of this cost,







optimizes the alignment of the scans such that distributions of similar color should converge
together and result in a more accurate, more robust registration result.
4.3 Experimental Results
The method proposed in this chapter was evaluated based on two datasets, the Freiburg
RGBD Dataset and the Ford Vision and Lidar Dataset. Both of these dataset contain
color and 3D information as well as ground truth position information. For both datasets
the method is evaluated based on the accuracy of the transform compared to the ground
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truth data as well as qualitatively based on the aggregation of the scans into a consistent
final map. The method is evaluated against standard NDT and GICP for both datasets.
Finally a comparison of computation time for registering a set of scans is performed.
The evaluation of the method accuracy is performed in a frame to frame arrangement
and the computed transformation is compared to the relative motion of the sensor in the
ground truth data. The translational and rotational errors are calculated as the Euclidean
norms of the respective translational and rotational parameters. The NDT and GICP
evaluations are performed with default parameters unless otherwise specified.
4.3.1 Freiburg RGBD Dataset Evaluation
The Freiburg Dataset was collected using a Kinect RGBD sensor to capture both depth and
color images. For this work the depth and color images are combined to create colorized
point clouds which are used with the proposed method. Ground truth information is
collected using a MotionAnalysis motion capture system. The Freiburg Dataset consists
of dozens of different scenes of indoor environments in a wide range of conditions. For
this work the Long Office Household Scene scene is used as the benchmark. This scene
was selected because it moves through a range of motions and consists of a typical close-
quarters indoor scene. This dataset consists of 162 scans from the sensor traversing an
approximately 21m path.
Figure 4.3 shows a box plot of the translational and rotational errors for each frame to
frame match. In this case the grid size for NDT was set to 0.1m. This plot shows that
Color Clustered NDT has very high accuracy results. The median error in translation for
CCNDT is 1.7cm compared to 2.9cm for GICP and 2.7cm for NDT. The rotational errors
are only marginally different with CCNDT having 0.019rad and GICP and NDT both with
0.021rad median error. The error plot also shows that the CCNDT has a tighter bounds
on its error distribution compared to the other methods leading to more consistent results.
Of particular note is that although GICP and NDT are able to perform admirably on this
dataset due to a high degree of geometric diversity, in situations of geometric degeneracy,
such as a flat wall, both GICP and NDT can fail catastrophically. Overall Color Clustered
NDT in the dense indoor environment has highly accurate, robust registration results.
The aggregate map generated using Color Clustered NDT can be seen in Figure 4.4.
The map is seen to be very consistent over the entire dataset.
Since the method proposed in this work is a SLAM front end all of the results represent
relative error in frame-to-frame matching. This makes comparison to methods with back-
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Figure 4.3: Freiburg dataset registration transformation accuracy for frame to frame match-
ing for GICP, NDT, and CCNDT, compared to ground truth data.
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Figure 4.5: Ford dataset registration transformation accuracy for frame to frame matching
for GICP, NDT, and CCNDT, compared to ground truth data.
by using a global optimization. Implementation of this method with a back-end graph
optimizer and comparison to a more extensive set of RGBD algorithms is left to future
work.
4.3.2 Ford Vision and Lidar Dataset Evaluation
The Ford dataset was collected using a Velodyne laser scanner combined with a Ladybug
omnidirectional camera. With the accurate extrinsic calibration, the Ladybug camera
is used to color the Velodyne point cloud by projecting each 3D point into the camera
image. Ground truth information is collected using an Applanix Position and Orientation
System. The sensors are mounted to a Ford F-150 truck and data was collected as the
truck traversed a stretch of road around the Ford Research Campus. A 200m section of
the dataset is used for evaluation purposes. This dataset demonstrates typical conditions
of an unmanned vehicle on a roadway.
The box plot shown in Figure 4.5 shows the overall accuracy of each method in the
outdoor environment. For this dataset the grid size for NDT is set to 2m. From this plot
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Figure 4.6: Aggregate point cloud map of Ford dataset segment using Color Clustered
NDT
it can be seen that GICP and CCNDT have very similar error distributions with CCNDT
having only a marginally smaller median value, while both have much lower errors than
NDT. The rotational errors in these cases are disproportionately small due to the lack of
rotation in the data used. Figure 4.6 displays a map of aggregate point clouds created using
Color Clustered NDT on the Ford dataset. This map shows that in challenging outdoor,
sparse environments Color Clustered NDT is still able to generate relatively accurate maps.
This is particularly noticeable by the accurate alignment of the road markings visible in
the scene.
4.3.3 Computation Time
The computation time comparison is performed using the Freiburg dataset, where each















Figure 4.7: Computation time comparison between GICP, NDT, and CCNDT, for a single
scan registration
rithm. The scans are not pre-filtered and are left at full point density for all algorithms.
The comparison is performed on a computer with an Intel i7 Quadcore processor and
16GB of RAM with each algorithm run in a single thread with no parallelization. Overall
computation time for each registration is computed and the results are plotted in Figure
4.7.
Figure 4.7 shows that Color Clustered NDT has significantly faster computation times
than both standard NDT and GICP. This is expected because Color Clustered NDT uses
significantly fewer clusters to perform the registrations and requires only a single optimiza-
tion iteration, whereas NDT must iterate though each filled cell and GICP through every
point.
The boost in computational efficiency of the Color Clustered NDT algorithm would
allow it to run on a robot with only a moderately powerful computing platform. This
makes it very useful for systems with limited payloads, such as aerial vehicles, or for
systems with limited power available, such as rovers.
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4.4 Conclusions
The Color Clustered NDT method presented incorporates the use of color based greedy
clustering to generate the Gaussian distributions and uses a color weighted continuous cost
function for optimization. This method is shown to have improved accuracy over existing
methods in both indoor and outdoor environments and is highly robust in a wide spectrum
of environments and conditions. The method proposed is highly versatile and maintains
minimal computational complexity.
This method has minimal requirements on the structure and data of the input scans.
CCNDT can function in a much wider range of environments and on a larger range of
platforms than existing methods. The use of color allows the method to avoid many of the
pitfalls faced by other registration methods, such as geometric degeneracy, but can cause
its own set of issues related to the coloring itself. This method is highly sensitive to the
coloring of the point cloud. Since the scan is clustered based on color the thresholds used
to determine the separation of clusters can be very sensitive to illumination changes and
saturation of the colors in the scene. In scenes with vibrant coloring the method performs
exceptionally well and is able to cluster and register the scene without issue. In scenes
which have smaller variations in color the thresholding parameters must be tuned more
precisely and in scenes with zero color differences the method will not out perform NDT. In
future work these parameters could ideally be learned online as the environments changes,




Current state of the art scan registration algorithms which use only position information
often fall victim to correspondence ambiguity and degeneracy in the optimization solu-
tions. Other methods which use additional channels, such as color or intensity, often use
only a small fraction of the available information and ignore the underlying structural
information of the added channels. Some methods, such as Color Clustered NDT, rely
almost completely on having sufficient secondary information in order to perform the reg-
istration. This can be an equally large problem when trying to develop an autonomous
system to function in any possible environment. The proposed method reduces instances
of degenerate transformation estimates and improves registration accuracy, reliability, and
convergence rate.
This work proposes the Multi-Channel Generalized-ICP method. The Multi-Channel
GICP method is an extension of the GICP method which incorporates additional channels
of information for each point. The Multi-Channel GICP algorithm uses additional channels
such as color, intensity, or any other point information, to introduce additional information
to the problem. The additional channels are used to generate a spacial covariance in the
plane of the surface which is used to compliment the existing plane to plane matching and
allow the planes to be aligned not only in the normal direction, but also perpendicular
to it. The in-plane covariance is calculated using a kernel weighted covariance based on
the additional channels and is normalized by the unweighted population covariance of the
points. The in-plane covariance is added to the GICP archetypical covariance in the planar
directions and is then rotated into 3D space as done in GICP. Point correspondences are
also changed to use a modified Color ICP method, which leverages a higher dimensional
weighted kD-tree. The error function is unchanged from the original GICP, however the
modified covariance will induce non-trivial error terms in the planar directions. The in-
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creased problem space not only reduces the risk of degeneracy but also improves accuracy,
convergence, and robustness of the scan registration results.
The proposed method was evaluated using the Ford Campus Vision and Lidar Dataset
[53], the Freiburg RGBD dataset [66], as well as Microsoft Kinect data taken on the Univer-
sity of Waterloo campus, in order to demonstrate a wide range of possible environmental
conditions as well as a degenerate case.
Figure 5.1: Flowchart showing the stages of the Multi-Channel Generalized Iterative Clos-
est Point algorithm.
5.1 Covariance Calculation
Multi-Channel GICP assumes, as GICP did previously, that the environment is locally
planar and that the 3D points only contain useful information in the direction normal to
the surface. However, since the points have at least one additional channel of information
the additional channel(s) can be used to define the covariance of a point along the surface
plane as well. The added channels will have no effect normal to the plane as the sample
must lie on the surface and therefore will complement the positional information well.
First, let all points, pi = {ppi , pdi }T , have both positional information, ppi ∈ R3, and
n descriptor channels, pdi ∈ Rn, which can include, for example, intensity or RGB colour
information. Then for each point in point clouds A and B, the model covariance sets, CA
and CB, are calculated using both position and descriptor information.
Let q ∈ A ∪ B be the current query point for which the model covariance is to be
calculated. The local covariance, CLi , of the query point position is calculated using the k
nearest neighbour points to qp using [44]. Let the nearest neighbours be defined as the set of
points L = {lj} for j ∈ {1, ..., k}, such that ‖lpj−qp‖ ≤ ‖r−qp‖, for all r ∈ Q∩L¯, where Q is
the point cloud associated with the current query point, q. Singular value decomposition
(SVD) is performed to extract the principal components. The normal of the surface is
found as the component with the smallest singular value in S. The neighbourhood points
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are then projected onto the plane perpendicular to the normal and reduced to R2. Let
zpj ∈ R2 be the projected point and Z = {zpj , zdj }T be the new set of points in R2+n. The













where U1 and U2 are the first and second columns of the SVD matrix U . Note that after
the transform, the new population covariance, Σw ∈ R2×2, of the points, Zp, is the diagonal
matrix of the largest two singular values of S.
Now that the 3D points have been projected onto the local surface approximation, the
reduction in uncertainty due to the incorporation of descriptor information in the plane
can be calculated. To this end a descriptor kernel weighted covariance is calculated using
weightings based on a probabilistic model similar to that used in [28]. The descriptor
kernel calculates the probability that an arbitrary point corresponds to the query point in
descriptor space. The kernel can be defined as a Gaussian distribution, N (qd,Λ), centered
at the query point descriptor, qd, and with Λ ∈ Rn×n being the measurement covariance
of the descriptor sensor. The kernel weights are then calculated for each point in Z as:
λj = exp(−1
2
(ztj − qt)TΛ−1(ztj − qt)) (5.2)
Using the kernel weights the descriptor kernel weighted covariance and mean, Σt and


















j − µp)(zpj − µp)T (5.4)
This gives the spacial distribution of points based on their similarity to the query
point. This distribution models the uncertainty of the descriptor information along the
wall locally, however it can be biased if the original sample population was itself already
biased. Figure 5.2 shows an example of a population and descriptor covariance with a biased
initial population. To compensate for this potential bias the distribution is normalized by




















Figure 5.2: An example of the population (blue), and descriptor (red), covariances given
a biased initial population and the resulting normalized correlation (green).
The normalized descriptor covariance, Ω ∈ R2×2, shows the correlation of the descriptor
weighted data compared to that of the population. The normalization in this case is a
whitening transform on the population covariance. The population covariance would be
transformed into an identity matrix in the normalized space and the descriptor covariance
would be transformed relative to the population to give an unbiased descriptor covariance
as if the population were identity. In practice a value less than one indicates that the
descriptor data increased the data certainty in that direction, while a value less than one
indicates an increase in uncertainty. Directions which have a low normalized covariance
are more likely to capture correct correspondences in the descriptor space in that direction.
Cases which have normalized covariances equal to or great than one indicate areas of low
descriptor correspondence certainty, such as a wall of a single continuous color.
To use this information in the GICP framework, Ω is used along the planar directions.







(a) Example point cloud (b) MCGICP Covariances
Figure 5.3: Example point cloud (left) with each point covariance calculated using the
MCGICP method (right)
Figure 5.3 shows an example color point cloud surface with a distinctive color feature in
the center and the corresponding covariances calculated by the MCGICP algorithm. It can
be seen in the figure that points along the edges of the color boundary have covariances
that align with the color edge. This allows the method to align the surface, even without
geometric features, by aligning the edge features in the color channels.
The error function and minimization of the Multi-Channel GICP method remain un-
changed from the original GICP, presented in Equation (2.5), which means that all current
methods for solving the GICP optimization are still valid and no changes are necessary to
the optimization.
5.2 Correspondence Calculation
In addition to the covariance changes, the calculation of corresponding points is also
changed to reflect the higher dimensionality of the information. An n + 3 dimensional
weighted kD tree is used to incorporate all of the information into the search as first shown
by Johnson and Kang [30]. A weighting vector, α = {α1, ..., αn+3} where α1 = α2 = α3 = 1
are the weights of the position data, is used to weight the descriptor information relative
to the positional information.
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The correspondence information does not need to come directly from the raw sensor
information. Processed information can be used to improve the correspondences. By using
the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix calculated at each point as well as spacial and de-
scriptor information, better correspondence matching has been shown to be possible. Using
the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix, weights points with similarly shaped covariances
to be corresponded. This results in points along the edges of both geometric and descriptor
structures to be corresponded and results in much more robust overall registration results.
The use of other processed information to improve the correspondences further is possible,
however this is left as a point of future work.
5.3 Extrema Cases
Unlike many other methods the MCGICP method is capable of gracefully handling the
extreme cases of input scans. This includes the two practical instances which are a scan
with a consistent descriptor value for every point and a scan with unique descriptor values
for every point. Most other methods fail catastrophically in these cases where as MCGICP
falls back to a logical state that is still capable of performing the registration with the
information provided.
In the first case, where all points have identical descriptor information, the MCGICP
method will mathematically become equivalent to the base GICP algorithm. This happens
because the normalized descriptor covariance will become the identity when there is no
change in the weighted descriptor covariance, Σt, compared to the population covariance,
Σw. This would mean that,







w = I (5.7)
CD = CG (5.8)
Therefore the GICP archetype covariance, CG, is assigned at every point. Since each
point has the same descriptor and covariance, the correspondence search will only be
dependent on the geometric distances. Thus the algorithm will be equivalent to the GICP
algorithm.
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In the second case, where all points have a unique descriptor, the MCGICP method will
become equivalent to the color ICP algorithm. In this case, because all of the descriptors
are unique, the weighted descriptor covariance will be very small. Thus it follows that,
Ω = I (5.9)
CD = I (5.10)
Since CD in this case is simply a scaled identity matrix and all points will have approx-
imately the same matrix, each point will have the same weighting relative to others as well
as the same weighting in all directions. The correspondence calculation will however still
take into account the descriptors with the result being points corresponded by descriptor
and geometry but with equal weightings. This is equivalent to how the color ICP algorithm
would perform and in this case is the ideal case for this type of environment.
In both extreme cases the MCGICP algorithm seamlessly handles using the information
available in an intelligent manner, allowing the method to be robust to the widest range
of possible environments.
5.4 Implementation
The proposed method is a generalized framework which can be used with a variety of dif-
ferent sensor combinations. The number of additional channels which can be added to the
points is not limited by the algorithm but in practice is only limited by diminishing returns
on the usefulness of the information. Three possible sensor configurations are discussed
below. First, a system which uses only a LIDAR sensor with intensity information, second,
a typical colourized point cloud generated from a camera and range sensor combination,
and finally a configuration incorporating a LIDAR sensor with intensity information with
a camera setup to provide four additional information channels.
5.4.1 Laser Intensity Descriptor
A single LIDAR, such as the Velodyne HDL-64E, can add an additional channel in the
form of laser intensity, which provides useful information to the registration. In the single
channel case, the descriptor covariance reduces to a single value, and is found by computing
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the variance, Λ ∈ R, of the laser scan intensity values. Finally the weighting, α4, of the
intensity channel in the nearest neighbour search to scale the influence the intensity channel
will have on finding nearest neighbours.
5.4.2 Color Descriptor
The combination of a camera and a range sensor is a common setup on many robotic
systems. Color provides three channels to incorporate into the model. In this case Λ ∈ R3×3
is a covariance matrix of three variables. However, it can be assumed that the color
channels are independent and therefore Λ will be a diagonal matrix consisting only of the
intra-channel variances. The exact values of Λ will depend not only on the sensor used but
also on the color space which is chosen.
In this work the RGB space is used. In the RGB space, the color variances and weight-
ings can be set equal to each other to represent equal uncertainty in each of the colors. The
option of alternative color spaces is also possible as each space provides different benefits
and considerations. For an HSV or YUV space, the variance of the value and illumination
channels can be larger and the nearest neighbour weighting smaller to distinguish a higher
uncertainty in illumination which is common in real world scenes. The choice of color space
does not have a direct impact on the algorithm but does change the desired values of Λ
and {α4, α5, α6}.
5.4.3 Combined Color and Intensity
The combination of both color and laser intensity information presents and interesting
configuration which is not typically leveraged in current algorithms. Although the channels
of the combined descriptor could be considered to be independent it has been shown in
[54] that laser intensity and color intensity are in fact positively correlated. This can be
incorporated into the algorithm by setting the inter-channel covariance terms of Λ to non
zero values. The covariance matrix can be determined experimentally using a set of known
training data. The weighting values for the nearest neighbour search are typically inversely
proportional to the variance of that particular channel and are therefore dependent on the
specific sensors being used.
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5.5 Experimental Results
The Multi-Channel GICP method is evaluated using three sets of data. The first set is
the Ford Campus Vision and Lidar Dataset [53]. The Ford dataset contains LIDAR and
omnidirectional image data as well as ground truth and is used to evaluate the quantitative
accuracy of the scan registration results in outdoor evnironments. The method is evaluated
using the laser intensity (I), color (C) and combined (C+I) descriptors as described in
Section 5.4. The second dataset used for evaluation is the Freiburg RGBD dataset. The
Freiburg dataset is generated in staged indoor environments and is collected using an
RGBD camera. The Freiburg data is used to evaluate the accuracy and robustness of
the method in indoor environments. The final set of data was obtained using a Microsoft
Kinect sensor on the University of Waterloo campus. This dataset is used to evaluate the
method on data with limited geometric structure. The method is evaluated qualitatively
based on the reconstruction of a flat textured surface. Finally the convergence rate of each
algorithm is compared. In all cases the method is compared to both the original GICP
and Color ICP algorithms as implemented in the Point Cloud Library (PCL) [6] as well as
the CCNDT algorithm. In all evaluations the RGB color space is used.
5.5.1 Ford Dataset Absolute Error
The Ford Campus Vision and Lidar Dataset was generated using a Ford F-250 pickup truck
equipped with a Velodyne HDL-64E laser scanner, a Point Grey Ladybug3 omnidirectional
camera, and a Applanix POS-LV 420 INS with Trimble GPS used for ground truth data.
A series of 200 frames from a challenging subset of the dataset were used to perform
pairwise registration on each consecutive pair of scans. The resulting transforms were then
compared to the ground truth data to calculate the mean and standard deviation of the
translational and rotational errors. The results are summarized in Table 5.1.












0.3532 0.2344 0.2090 0.2370 0.2045 0.1606
std. dev. 0.2935 0.2965 0.1952 0.2419 0.1943 0.1492
The error distributions from Figure 5.4 as well as the error summary provided in Table
5.1 show that Multi-Channel GICP using either color or combined descriptors has increased
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accuracy and reduced uncertainty over that of CCNDT, GICP, and Color ICP. Of the
Multi-Channel GICP variants, the combined descriptor produced the best results followed
by the color descriptor while intensity alone produce poor results. This is expected as the
combined descriptor provides the most robust information while the intensity alone has
minimal distinctive variation in value. The combined descriptor increases the information
in each point while maintaining consistency. This results in increased correlation and
correspondence certainty. This shows that the Multi-Channel GICP method is dependent
on the use of an accurate and discriminative descriptor space.
The aggregated maps of a challenging section of the Ford dataset generated by Color
ICP, GICP and Multi-Channel GICP using the combined descriptor are shown in Figure
5.5. In the aggregate maps, it can be seen that Multi-Channel GICP creates more accurate
results. This is evident by the blurring which can be seen in the Color ICP and GICP
maps but is reduced in the Multi-Channel GICP results.
An aggregate map of a large section of the Ford dataset generated using scan-to-map
matching with the MCGICP algorithm is shown in Figure 5.6. Only a subsection of
the map, aggregating every 20th scan, is shown for visual clarity. The map shows a
highly consistent path, with only minimal drift throughout the loop. The use of scan-to-
map, where scans are matched to an aggregation of previous scans, improves the global
consistency of the results but in order to generate an optimally globally consistent map a
beck-end optimization would be used.
5.5.2 Freiburg RGBD Indoor Dataset
The Freiburg RGBD dataset used for these experiments is the Long Office Household Scene.
In this case, since the dataset only contains points with color information, only color is used
as the descriptor channel. This dataset consists of 162 scans with ground truth information
from a motion capture system. Scan-to-scan matching is performed and compared to the
ground truth information to evaluate accuracy.
Figure 5.7 shows the accuracy comparison of MCGICP with CCNDT and existing
methods. The graph shows that both MCGICP and CCNDT have improved accuracy over
the existing methods, however in this case MCGICP and CCNDT have approximately
equivalent results. This is because this scene is ideally suited for CCNDT as it has high
variation in color. MCGICP is also able to use this color information effectively but not
to the extent that it improves in accuracy significantly over CCNDT. It should be noted
however that MCGICP does show fewer outliers in the registration results than CCNDT
demonstrating that MCGICP is more robust even in this case.
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5.5.3 Kinect Sparse Geometry Data
The Kinect dataset was obtained using the Microsoft Kinect RGB-D sensor mounted to a
mobile robotics test platform.
The sequence is of a flat wall which is covered in posters. This sequence contains
no distinct geometric surfaces other than the flat wall and therefore produces degenerate
solutions in the x and y directions when only geometry is considered. The sequence consists
of 200 frames traversing from right to left over a 10m2 area. The aggregated results of the
pairwise registration of the three methods are presented in Figure 5.8.
Figure 5.8 demonstrates the ability of the Multi-Channel GICP algorithm to use the
additional channels to compensate for the lack of geometric information. CCNDT performs
comparably to MCGICP in this case and is not shown. Color ICP is also able to partially
compensate but has much lower accuracy observed by the increased blurring of the posters.
Color ICP has trouble correctly aligning the scans due to noise in the images causing
incorrect correspondences and skewing the results. The GICP results fail catastrophically
in this case due to the lack of geometric information along the wall and therefore all the
scans are incorrectly aligned.
5.5.4 Convergence Rate
The final evaluation compares the convergence rates of the three algorithms. Given an
example frame from the Ford Data Set, the error residual is plotted versus the iteration in
Figure 5.9. As all three algorithms use computationally similar cost functions, iterations
are proportional to convergence time.
Figure 5.9 clearly shows that MCGICP converges significantly faster than the original
GICP algorithm. Color ICP has been shown to converge faster than standard ICP due to
the fact that is acquires the correct correspondences faster using the higher dimensional
search space. However, GICP, is shown to converge faster than Color ICP. This is be-
cause GICP does not rely as heavily on correct point correspondences to converge and
only needs corresponding points to lie on the same surface. MC-GICP combines the bene-




This work presents the Multi-Channel Generalized-ICP method for robust scan match-
ing. The proposed method incorporates the additional sensor channels directly into the
GICP formulation to provide additional information in the plane parallel to the local sur-
face. The GICP algorithm relies solely on surface normal information at each point, and
requires surface normals from the point set to span all of R3 to properly determine the
transformation and avoid degeneracy of the solution. However, many real world environ-
ments do not provide sufficient information using surface normals alone, such as hallways,
or flat open spaces. The Multi-Channel GICP method modifies the model covariance pla-
nar to the surface normal and calculates nearest neighbour correspondences in a higher
dimensional space, thereby exploiting the additional information available in the point
cloud from secondary sensor channels to avoid this shortcoming.
The proposed method demonstrates improved registration accuracy and convergence
rate over existing methods as well as robustness to degenerate geometric cases. The MCG-
ICP method is capable of performing effectively in a wider range of possible environments
then any other scan registration technique and is applicable to a vast range of possible sen-
sor configurations. Although MCGICP may be slower computationally then some other
methods, such as Color Clustered NDT, its reliability and robustness can easily make up






































Figure 5.4: Comparison of accuracy results for MCGICP against existing algorithms per-
formed on the Ford dataset.Translational (top) and rotational (bottom) errors are shown.
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(a) Color ICP (b) GICP
(c) MC-GICP Combined
Figure 5.5: Aggregated point cloud maps generated from a subsection the Ford Vision and
Lidar dataset.
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Figure 5.6: Aggregate map of a subsection of the Ford dataset generated using MCGICP




































Figure 5.7: Comparison of accuracy results for MCGICP against CCNDT and existing





Figure 5.8: Aggregated point cloud maps generated from the geometrically degenerate
poster wall dataset using the Kinect sensor.
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In the previous Chapters, methods for effective scan registration were discussed. However,
scan registration is only a piece of a complete SLAM solution for a given robotics appli-
cation. In order to effectively be able to navigate, the SLAM system needs both a front
and back end solution as well as a method for storing and processing the overall map in
such a way that the other components, such as path planning, can effectively access the
required information. In this chapter the components necessary for completing the overall
system are discussed and results of the overall SLAM implementation are presented. For
this work the GSICP algorithm is used as the scan registration method to perform 2D
SLAM, however, either of the 3D methods would be equally applicable with only minor
changes to the setup.
The SLAM system presented here consists of four main nodes, as shown in Figure 6.1.
The local mapping node is responsible for transforming, segmenting and classifying the
point cloud data from the Velodyne LIDAR. The EKF maintains an accurate estimate
of the current robot pose, fusing information from all sources. The global mapping node
aggregates keyframes into a global map based on the discrepancy score and generates the
pose graph through scan registration. Finally, the graph optimization node is used to
update the global pose graph and regenerate a drivability map, which is then passed to
the global planner in order to perform planning operations.
In the global map, each grid cell stores an average position of the planar projection of
non-ground points located within that bin in the global frame. In implementation, this
point average is selected to be the mean of the point components. Using the mean points is
a more robust approach than a naive occupancy grid, since the mean of the points provides








































Figure 6.1: Block diagram of the SLAM mapping algorithm build for GSICP. The local
mapping node uses the point clouds from the Velodyne LIDAR and the attitude estimate
from the EKF to compensate the scan for the roll and pitch of the vehicle. The global
mapping node then aggregates the information from the local maps, which is used to
generate a drivability map for the path planner. The global mapping node also generates
a pose graph which is updated by the graph optimization node.
of the points is especially important when performing registration, as the registration
algorithm typically attempts to minimize the Euclidean distance between corresponding
points. The height, or z-components for the points located within each bin are used to
generate a Gaussian distribution which models the height of the obstacles within the bin.
This allows the global map to maintain a sense of the obstacle elevation within each bin,
which is used to perform outlier rejection for the algorithm.
In order to integrate new information into the global map, keyframes are employed
[25, 14, 2], which allow for the generation of a pose graph that is used to improve the
global consistency of the map. A confidence score for the map is computed based on the
amount of discrepancy between the global map and the current obstacle point cloud, which
allows for the integration of new information into the map only when required, mitigating
drift accumulation in the global map. Vertices for the pose graph are added when the map
uncertainty score grows above a user defined threshold and new information is integrated
into the global map. Additional edges for the pose graph are constructed by performing
registration between the newly added vertex and its k nearest neighbour vertices. Once
a loop closure is detected, the network graph optimizer g2o is used to optimize the pose
graph represented by the stored keyframes [38]. Finally, the global map is regenerated
using the updated pose graph.
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6.1 Global map integration
In order to define when to include a new key frame in the global map, a map confidence score
is proposed. Denote the point cloud P¯ as the 3D point cloud which has been transformed
into the global frame, using the transform parameters T obtained through scan registration.
Denote the Gaussian height distribution of a cell ϕi in the global map as NΘi (µzi , (σzi )2),
and the height distribution for the set of transformed scene points, γi, contained within
cell ϕi, as N γi (µ¯zi , (σ¯zi )2). Using the height distribution contained within a cell and the
height distribution generated using the transformed points, a score can be defined which
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Denote the points of P¯ that are located with a cell of the global map, ϕi, as γi. For each
point in the set γi, a residual distance to the mean point value associated with the global






‖pxy − µxyi ‖, otherwise. (6.2)
where pxy ∈ R2 denotes a vector consisting of the x and y components of the point p. Note
that a score of zero is given if the cell is a ground cell, as this implies there are no obstacle
points to obtain a registration residual from. Finally, denote No as the total number of
non-ground cells in the global map which contain points from the transformed point cloud
P¯ and denote Nn as the total number of ground cells in the global map which contain
points from the transformed point cloud. Note that Nn is the number of cells where there
is a discrepancy in the global map, and the transformed point cloud suggests that the cells
should be updated as obstacles. The larger Nn becomes, the less confidence there is in
the global map. In order to integrate new information into the map, two conditions must




where n is a user defined parameter which controls the amount of discrepancy required
before considering integrating new information into the map. In order to ensure that
the scan registration converged to a correct solution, a score is computed based on the
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registration residuals and difference in height distributions for each cell. The registration












where ςd is the diagonal distance for a cell in the global map, and o is a user defined
parameter which controls the required quality of registration required in order to integrate
information into the global map. If the map uncertainty and registration uncertainty
conditions are satisfied, the information from the transformed point cloud P¯ is integrated
into the global map.
Intuitively, the map uncertainty condition defines a ratio of the number of cells in the
global map where new information is suggested to be added by P¯ , to the total of cells
which are occupied by P¯ . In the case where sections of the environment are revisited, Nn
will tend towards zero, as the map within the sensor range has been previously explored.
The registration uncertainty condition is computed using the sum of two scores based on
the registration residual normalized using the diagonal cell dimension, and the normalized
discrepancy in height between the cells in the global map and the transformed point cloud
P¯ . The map and registration uncertainty conditions are suitable for SLAM because they
provide a robust method to control key frame insertion based on the quality of the scan
registration and are computationally inexpensive to compute.
The integration process simply consists of updating the means and standard deviations
associated with each cell in the global map, ϕi, using the points γi. In order to further
improve robustness, cells are not updated until a required log-odds ratio of occupancy is
achieved. The occupancy update is the standard Bayesian occupancy grid map update
and the method used for this work is described in detail in [67].
6.2 Graph SLAM and global consistency
In order to maintain a globally consistent map, a graph SLAM framework is used. Denote
a vertex in the pose graph as v ∈ SE(d), where d = 2 for 2D registration or d = 3 for
3D, and the set of all vertices, Vp, where each vertex defines a vehicle pose at a particular
time. Denote an edge between two vertices, vi and vj, as eij ∈ Vp × Vp, and the full
pose graph as Gp(Vp, Ep). For the graph SLAM problem, each edge represents a constraint
between its vertices. In this method, each constraint on edge eij is imposed by performing
a scan registration between the point clouds associated with the vehicle poses at vertex
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vi and vertex vj. When edges are added such that their configuration results in an over-
constrained pose graph, a graph relaxation optimization is performed. Intuitively, the
optimization can be viewed as finding the values for the vertices such that the sum of
errors imposed by each edge constraint is minimized.
The graph is initialized with a fixed vertex at the vehicle’s start position, which es-
tablishes the SLAM co-ordinate frame. A new vertex is added to the graph when new
information is added into the global map, as described in Section 6.1. In order to ensure
the vehicle does not travel too far without adding a vertex, a vertex is forced to be added
if it has travelled a distance of δmax since the last added vertex. The forcing of a vertex is
done to ensure that there is adequate overlap in the point clouds to perform a registration
when constructing an edge. In order to keep the number of vertices in the graph manage-
able, a vertex is not added if there is another vertex that is within a distance of δmin. Each
time a vertex is added to the graph, edges are added by performing scan registration to the
vertices which are the K-nearest neighbours to the current vehicle position. Once the edge
constraints are added, the full graph optimization is performed using the g2o back-end.
Finally, using the optimized pose graph, the global map is regenerated using the point
clouds associated with each vertex in the updated graph.
6.3 Drivability map extraction
To obtain a drivability map for the path planner, an additional simplified global map is
maintained. Every time new information is added into the global map, the drivability map
is also updated using only the points classified as non-drivable, such as described in Section
3.1. The map update takes place when new information is integrated into the map due to
map uncertainty and also when the map is regenerated after a pose graph optimization.
An example of the drivability map is presented in Figure 6.2. The black coloured cells
represent the non drivable obstacle information. The light grey cells represent overhanging
features such as trees and archways which the vehicle can safely traverse under. An aerial
photo of the mapped area is also provided for reference.
6.4 Global Consistency Results
Two experiments are performed to validate the SLAM system. The first experiment uses
the Ford Vision and LIDAR dataset while the second uses data collected at Waterloo
Park using our custom robotics platform. The experiment is performed in real-time using
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(a) Aerial photo of test area (b) Driveabilty map
Figure 6.2: An example of a global drivability map. (a) Aerial photo of the mapped area
(b) Global map with non drivable cells coloured in black, and traversable obstacles which
the vehicle can pass under coloured in grey.
C++/ROS on-board the vehicle. For the experiment, the global map cell size is selected
to be 0.5 m, the map uncertainty score threshold, is set to n = 0.3 and the registration
uncertainty is selected as o = 0.1. The distance required to force the addition of a key
frame is set to δmax = 20 m and the minimum distance between key frames is set to
δmin = 10 m. The number of nearest neighbour edges to connect upon a vertex insertion
is set to three.
The first experiment uses the SLAM solution on the Ford Vision and LIDAR dataset
to demonstrate the effects of incorporating the back-end optimization. By incorporating
the back-end graph optimization the drift caused by performing scan-to-scan registration
can be mitigated to obtain a globally consistent map. Figure 6.3 shows the comparison
between the final map of the Ford dataset generated with and without using the back-end
optimization. It can be seen that the back end optimization is able to create a globally
consistent map and correct for the build up of minor errors from the scan registration
algorithm. This demonstrates that minor errors in the accuracy of the scan registration
solution can be acceptable. However, if the scan registrations were to fail catastrophically,
such as in a degenerate case, the back-end would not be able to find the loop closure and the
map would not be able to be corrected. It is therefore more important for scan registration
methods to be robust and reliable than accurate, as small errors can be corrected but large
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errors may not.
The second experiment to validate the SLAM approach is carried out in Waterloo Park,
which is adjacent to the University of Waterloo campus. The test location is a field which
measures approximately 60m by 60m, is mainly sparse, but contains trees and shrubs along
the outer perimeter. The experiment consists of a test case where the vehicle drives a sweep
path, which is typical of the operating conditions, as generally, sweep paths are required
to ensure coverage. The vehicle maintains a constant velocity of 1 m/s throughout the
duration of the experiment. The accuracy of the vehicle path is validated using Trimble
S3 robotic total station, which is capable of collecting measurements to a tracking prism
at a rate of approximately 1 Hz with millimetre level accuracy.
Figure 6.4 presents the map results of the vehicle traversing the sweep path in the open
field and returning to its starting position. The high localization accuracy is illustrated
by the strong overlap between the ground truth results and SLAM trajectory depicted
in Figure 6.4-b. The mean error over the entire run is calculated to be 0.274 m and the
maximum error is determined to be 1.264 m, demonstrating that the described SLAM
approach provides accurate localization in sparse, outdoor environments. Finally, the final
loop error, or the error between the SLAM solution and the ground truth once the vehicle
returned to the starting point, is 0.224 m, which illustrates that the SLAM method has
good global consistency over a relatively long traversal.
For the presented experiment, the average execution time for the local mapping node is
27.9 milliseconds per iteration, the average execution time for the global mapping node is
48.3 milliseconds per iteration, and the average run time for the graph optimization node
is 6.3 milliseconds per iteration. In comparison, performing 3D scan registration between
two point clouds generated by the Velodyne scanner using methods such as GICP or NDT
requires approximately two to three seconds per iteration. The increased computation is
especially problematic when generating edges for the pose graph, as multiple scan registra-
tions are performed in succession. It is clear that the presented SLAM algorithm is able to
achieve real-time performance, especially when taking into consideration that the average
point cloud generation frequency for the Velodyne HDL-32E laser scanner is approximately
10 Hz, or 100 milliseconds per scan.
The performed tests validates that the SLAM algorithm sufficiently meets the require-
ments to operate in a typical autonomous mission. The approach is able to generate
globally consistent maps for path planning and can localize the vehicle in with sufficient
accuracy for any reasonable application. All computation is able to take place online, in
real-time, using only the hardware onboard the vehicle.
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(a) Map without back-end optimization
(b) Map after back-end optimization
Figure 6.3: Comparison of the maps generated with and without back-end graph optimiza-
tion on the ford dataset. Black points indicate objects in the environment while the red
line shows the calculated path.
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Figure 6.4: Generated map and ground truth results for the sparse field experiment. Red
denotes graph SLAM vertices, blue lines denote graph edges, green denotes the instan-
taneous vehicle path, and black denotes the map. (a) Generated Map and pose graph





Autonomous vehicles are quickly becoming a reality of everyday life with these technologies
having become common place in military, search and rescue, industrial, and even home
applications. A robust and reliable SLAM algorithm is of vital importance to the successful
operation of future and current autonomous vehicles. SLAM is a cornerstone of any robotic
system, on which all other systems rely. Without accurate and robust localization and
mapping, planning and task decision making would not be possible. Many modern systems
use scan registration as the front-end SLAM solution of choice. Existing scan registration
methods have several issues and are not reliable in all situations and environments.
Modern scan registration methods such as ICP, GICP and NDT, often struggle with
unstructured environments and all fall victim to geometric degeneracies in which the reg-
istration optimization is underconstrained. These cases, such as long corridors and open
spaces, are common in typical operating environments and can cause serious problems for
robotics systems. Additionally, in order to maintain high accuracy solutions these method
also sacrifice computational complexity and often struggle to perform in real time.
This work proposes using secondary information, either calculated from existing infor-
mation or received from additional sensors, to augment the scan registration methods in
order to achieve superior results with less computational expense and higher reliability.
The three proposed methods, Ground Segmented ICP (GSICP), Color Clustered NDT
(CCNDT), and Multi-Channel GICP (MCGICP), each demonstrate significant improve-
ments over the basic methods with each satisfying a specific need in the scan registration
spectrum.
GSICP improves upon the standard ICP algorithm for cases of sparse unstructured
environments. The method segments the ground plane from a 3D laser scan, compresses
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the scan into a 2D representation and classifies the points into ground-adjacent and non-
ground-adjacent classes. The classifications are then used to perform a class constrained
ICP optimization in which only point of the same class can be corresponded. This method
of classification results in creating simulated edge boundaries which improve the registra-
tion results. This method is also exceptionally computationally efficient and is capable of
running at high speed on even minimally powerful platforms. This method is however lim-
ited in its applicability as it requires scans which have spatially separable objects, a defined
ground plane, are geometrically constrained and do not deviate significantly from the hor-
izontal plane. This is ideal for robots which are operating in sparse outdoor environments
with minimal computational power.
CCNDT is a computationally efficient, robust method which performs full 3D scan reg-
istrations on a diverse set of possible environments. CCNDT uses a greedy color clustering
method to segment the input scans and then generates a Gaussian distributions for each
color cluster. The Color Gaussian distributions are then used in a color weighted distribu-
tion to distribution cost function which calculates the cost for every pair of distributions.
This results in a smooth, continuous cost function which is computationally efficient to
optimize and calculate. The CCNDT method shows significantly improved computational
performance over the standard NDT algorithm and is applicable to any colorized laser
scan which has sufficient color variation. In cases where the scans have sufficient color, the
method is shown to be highly robust and accurate however when a scan is monochromatic,
or close to such, the method will be unable to cluster points effectively and the algorithm
will fail. This method is ideally suited for indoor applications and urban outdoor setting
which typically have large variations in color. Environments such as rural or industrial
setting which do not have significant variation in color would result in poor performance
of this algorithm.
MCGICP is the most reliable and robust of all the presented method. It is capable
of utilizing multiple channels of available information in an integrated approach, which is
capable of handling many situations that result in degeneracies for other methods. MCG-
ICP uses both geometric and descriptor channels to calculate a covariance for each point
in the scans. Unlike GICP, MCGICP calculates covariance not only normal to the surface
but tangent to the surface as well. This results in non-trivial error terms along the surface
as well as normal to it and is therefore capable of accounting for geometric degeneracies.
As well as manipulating the covariance based on descriptor channels, the correspondence
calculation is also extended to incorporate both geometric, descriptor, and covariance in-
formation in order to obtain the better point to point correspondences. The MCGICP
algorithm is capable of accurate, robust performance in a wider range of environments
than existing approaches, including both indoor and outdoor situations. The ability to
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ensure reliable data in any situation is of vital importance to the proliferation of mobile
robotics in the future.
As technology continues to advance and the demand for autonomous systems increases,
SLAM solutions will need to continue to develop to meet the needs of future robotics
applications. Future work includes incorporating the proposed methods with a full graph-
SLAM back-end for loop closure and exploring other possible secondary descriptor space
combinations including lighting invariant spaces and non standard imaging technologies
such as IR cameras. Additionally, an investigation into profiling the proposed methods to
find bottlenecks as well as possible parallelization would be beneficial in order to further
improve computational performance, particularly for the MCGICP algorithm.
Moving forward, autonomous vehicles will need to focus not only on accuracy and per-
formance but on robustness and reliability. In order to ensure the safety and productivity
of the human operator and allow autonomous systems to gain wide spread adoption, these
systems must be able to adapt to all possible situations they may face. SLAM continues
to be a challenging and complex problem with no single clearly defined solution. The im-
provements to the scan registration problem presented in this work are only the next step
forward in the eventual goal of developing an infallible SLAM system for the future robots
that will be driving our roads and working along side us every day.
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